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To improve tungsten materials embrittlement, control 
of microstructure, alloying, and grain boundary enforcement 
by dispersoids addition and fine graining. In some cases, 
these improvements increase trapping sites of tungsten. In 
the other cases, they affect diffusion of hydrogen isotopes 
into the bulk. In consideration of importance of neutron 
damage, which produces hydrogen isotope trapping sites in 
the bulk of tungsten, the effects of these modification for 
improving embrittlement of tungsten on retention should be 
known well and must be reflected to new tungsten materials 
development.
In this study, three types of W materials were used; 
powder metallurgy and hot rolled tungsten (grain orientation 
parallel to the surface), and TFGR (Toughened Fine Grained
Recrystallized) tungsten with TaC dispersoids. These 
materials were exposed to a mixture gas of D and T (7.2%) 
at a pressure of 8.9 Torr at temperatures of 573 K, 673 K 
and 773 K. After gas exposure, T retention and depth profile 
were measured by an etching method.
Figure 1 shows the depth profiles of pure W (rolling 
direction parallel to the surface) at the exposure 
temperatures of 673 K and 773 K, and TFGR-W at the 
exposure temperature of 673 K. For pure W cases, a high 
concentration peak was found near the surface but decreased 
to the level of between 10-7 and 10-8. For TFGR-W, a profile 
is similar to those of pure W at 673 K, but saturation level is 
slightly higher because of more intrinsic defects due to fine 
grains and dispersoids. One of the problem of this 
experiment was difficulty for etching of TaC dispersoids. As 
shown in Fig. 1, depth profile of TFGR-W was shown only 
up to the depth of about 40 μm. This is because TaC 
remained near the surface and eventually etching stopped 
due to this surface accumulation of TaC. This means tritium 
trapped at TaC might not be etched and remained. Therefore, 
the concentration in TFGR-W could be underestimated.
Fig. 1 Depth profiles of pure W at 673 K and 773 K, and TFGR-W 
(TaC) at 673 K 
In order to understand D and T diffusion into the 
bulk and their trapping behavior simple calculation using 
the model proposed by Oriani [1]. This model is based of 
diffusion of hydrogen isotopes with trapping and detraining 
as an annihilation term and a source term, respectively. The 
calculation profiles together with experimental results are 
shown in Fig. 2. In this calculation, a diffusion coefficient of 
Frauenfelder was assumed [3].
Fig. 2   Depth profiles of hydrogen isotopes (experiments and 
calculation using the Oriani model). Two trapping energies were 
assumed as 1.4 eV and 1.1 eV. Trapping site density of 4 x 10-4
was assumed based on the experiments [2].
  
It was found that calculated profile showed relatively 
good agreement with experimental one at 773 K, Ct/W of 4 
x 10-4 and the trapping energy of 1.1 eV (similar to vacancy 
trapping energy). But in the case of higher trapping energy 
(1.4 eV) or lower temperature (673 K), calculation results 
did not agree with experimental results. 
So far, although it is not difficult to draw some 
conclusion, at least two experimental data showed that 
tritium diffused into the bulk and fill the traps (with the 
equilibrium concentration) up to 100 μm. We will make 
more experiments to understand trapping and diffusion 
mechanisms in the bluk.
[1] R. Oriani, Acta Metall. (1970).
[2] M. Oya, et al., presented at 21st PSI in Kanazawa (2014).
[3] R. Frauenfelder, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 6, 388 (1969). 
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1. Introduction 
During erosion of wall materials in fusion reactors by 
plasma-materials interactions, a part of the materials are 
exfoliated and/or the melted materials are solidified to be 
tiny particles and their agglomerates as dust1).  Since 
collection and removal of the dust is very difficult, tritium 
retention behavior in the dust will be a great concern to alter 
tritium inventory in the reactor vessels. However, all the 
dust does not necessarily uptake much tritium. The dust may 
consist of alloys, intermetallic and/or non-intermetallic 
compounds like oxides and carbides with various sizes and 
shapes.  In order to clarify tritium uptake and release 
behaviors of the dust, those of each particle should be 
examined.  The aim of the present study is to develop and 
establish measurement and/or analysis methods of hydrogen 
isotopes in the dust by means of tritium tracer techniques.  
In the present report, we have proposed a safety handling 
technique of the dust including tritium and discussed how 
tritium distribution in the dust could be observed by the 
tritium imaging plate technique with using a Monte-Carlo 
simulation. 
 
2. Experimental 
Spherical particles of titanium (Ti) were used for a dust 
mock-up.  The sizes of the dust were 45 µm and 150 µm in 
average as shown in Fig. 1. 
Hydrogen and tritium loading to the Ti dust mock-up 
will be conducted by gas absorption at high temperatures 
preliminary in Kyushu University.  Tritium concentration 
in hydrogen can be increased for further studies in 
University of Toyama after validation of a safety handling 
of the dust including tritium. 
We have demonstrated that a Silicon adhesive rubber 
film and roller worked as good storage and removal of the 
mock-up dust and easy transfer of the dust to an electron-
conductive tape for observation with a scanning electron 
microscope. 
Amounts of tritium retained or released will be 
measured by the tritium imaging plate technique (TIPT)2) 
and a liquid scintillation counting technique (LSCT)3).  
TIPT gives us distribution of the dust including tritium 
and/or tritium distribution in one particle of the dust as 
discussed below.  LSCT gives us a total amount of tritium 
in one or several particles of the dust and information for 
release kinetics of tritium from the dust. 
 
3. Summary 
Figure 2 shows geometry of the dust and TIP during 
measurement of tritium β-electrons from the dust in the air 
used for the Monte-Carlo electron-photon transport 
simulation (PHITS 2.64).  Figure 3 (a) shows distribution 
of energy deposition from tritium with uniform 
concentration through the tungsten (W) dust.  Since β-
electrons are absorbed in W, the small amount of tritium is 
emitted from the dust as shown in an upper column and 
deposited energy in TIPT, i.e. tritium distribution, is unclear 
as shown in a lower column.  Whereas, the same amount of 
tritium segregated in a shell of the dust (see Fig. 3 (b)), can 
emit much T β-electrons from the dust to the surrounding 
air and TIP resulting in clear tritium distribution.  These 
results suggest that tritium distribution in the dust affects 
quantification of tritium in the dust by β-electrons 
measurement.  In other words, if the size, shape, 
composition and density of the dust can be confirmed, 
tritium distribution in the dust can be determined from β-
electrons measurement and tritium desorption spectroscopy. 
 
1) Winter, J.: PHYSICS OF PLASMAS 7 (2000) 3862. 
2) Otsuka, T., et al.: J. Nucl. Mater. 415 (2011) S769. 
3) Otsuka, T., et al.: Fusion Sci. Technol. 54 (2008) 541. 
 
Fig. 1 Photograph of a Ti dust mock-up 
 
Fig. 2  Geometry of the dust and TIP during TIPT 
 
Fig. 3  Distribution of energy deposition from tritium 
(a) with uniform concentration through the 
tungsten dust and (b) localized in a shell of the 
tungsten dust to TIPT and the surrounding air. 
(a) (b) 
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